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What a busy and fruitful year it has been in the world of
music education! This edition of Sounding Orff is full of
interesting news about ONZA initiatives during 2014 and
also, with lots of things coming up for 2015. You will
find highlights of the various events that were presented
earlier this year in the form of reports, photos and
comments.
It was great to see so many children and teachers taking
part in our 10th Auckland Marimba Festival at the Cloud.
Despite a rainy start to the day, just over five hundred
young people accompanied by their teachers and parents
came to play and celebrate the joy of making music
together. A special feature of this event was the increased
number of original music written by teachers from our
New Zealand community.
In January 2015, we will be offering the long awaited
Level 3 Orff Training with the international Orff educator
and author James Harding from San Francisco. James is
also presenting a one day workshop on 17 January and
this is a once in a lifetime opportunity to work with one
of the world leader in this pedagogy. For more detail, see
flyer on the back cover.
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Orff New Zealand Aotearoa continues to grow its links
with the international Orff community and you can read
more about these links in Jeremy’s report.
There is a lot going on in your world of Orff music and
arts education and we hope that this newsletter will
inspire, inform, and entertain you.

Renee Morin,
Editor

Become an
ONZA member
http://orffnz.org/whoare-we/membership

Join us on
Facebook
Follow us on RSS
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President’s Report
By Hayley Hunter
ONZA President

Welcome to the Spring Edition of Sounding Orff!
My name is Hayley Hunter and I am the new President (formerly called “Coordinator”) of ONZA. I
took over the role from Philippa Drake in May of this year. It is a privilege and an honour to lead
this amazing team of dedicated volunteers and I am looking forward to fulfilling this new role.
Over the winter months, there have been many wonderful musical activities that
ONZA has provided such as the “Hum Strum Wriggle Drum” Early Childhood
Workshop, Orff Levels Training and The Auckland Marimba Festival in The
Cloud. This newsletter is full of lots of information about all these exciting events
that have taken place so make a “cuppa” and enjoy a good read!
Coming up over summer we have an exciting workshop
led by James Harding (from San Francisco School) called “Elemental
Adventures in Music and Movement” followed by Orff Level 3 Training.
We will also be celebrating our 10th Birthday, which is quite a significant
milestone for our organisation.
I would like to thank the ONZA Committee for all their hard work and
dedication to the mission of ONZA:
to offer a wide range of professional learning opportunities, which enable and
support the application of elemental music and movement in New Zealand
educational and therapeutic settings.

I think the team manages to do an amazing job of fulfilling this mission and I am looking forward to
the journey ahead!

Hayley was interviewed by Radio NZ at The
Cloud during the 2014 Marimba Festival
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Strum, Hum, Wriggle, Drum One Day Workshop
By Shirley Harvey
Our 2014 Strum Hum Wriggle Drum workshop for adults working with
0-7 year olds took place for the first time at an Early Childhood Centre.
25 teachers met at Scribbles Early Learning Centre in Mt Wellington on
Saturday 9 August for an all day workshop with choices involving
Dalcroze, ukulele skills, performing arts Pasifika style, hands on
movement and percussion, and games to help young children find a
singing voice and develop singing skills.
Participants chose 3 workshops each after an ‘all-in’ introductory session with
Janet Channon on the many benefits of music and movement to the young
child.
It was terrific to see many teachers new to ONZA workshops and we hope to
see them again next year. Thanks to Yona for offering Scribbles as such a
suitable venue, to our fabulous new Administrator, Marieke and to committee
members for your usual support.

Upcoming ONZA Courses:Elemental Adventures in Music and
Movement - January 17, 2015
1. Level Three Orff Schulwerk January 19 - 24, 2015
2.

3. Level One Orff Schulwerk - April 13
- 18, 2015
4.
5. Level Two Orff Schulwerk - April 13
- 18, 2015
Each of the Level Courses is able to constitute a
module of a PG paper at Waikato University. For
more info re PG study please contact Professor
Terry Locke at: t.locke@waikato.ac.nz

Level One Orff Schulwerk – Sept.
28 – October 3. 2015: Wellington
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The 2014 Orff Schulwerk Forum in Salzburg
The Training of the Trainers: Convergence or
Divergence
By Jeremy Hantler
Doug Goodkin suggests that there are 3 outcomes or combinations thereof, which arise
from the implementation of a solid Orff-Schulwerk programme into a primary school setting.
1. The school asphyxiates the programme by forcing it to fit within an existing restrictive framework.
2. The programme is left to its own devices and becomes an island, where the students are sent for a
designated amount of time, and the co-ordinator assumes the role of an eccentric aunt - perhaps
better than outcome 1.
3. The school embraces and is influenced by the principles of Orff-Schulwerk, which encourages great
positive engagement from the students, and the culture of the school becomes enriched over time.
In which category do we find ourselves?
The same must be said about the integration of the Orff-Schulwerk approach into the New Zealand context.
To what extent do we adapt the approach for our own purposes, or do we leave it to remain uncluttered and
pure? Do we wear our ancestor’s korowai, or study it in a museum case?
Such was the discourse I was privy to as an ONZA representative at the 2014 Orff-Schulwerk Forum. Like a
goldfish in a lake ecosystem I tried my best to adapt to the surroundings. The main discussion points were:
Orff-Schulwerk teacher trainers: should these people be selected or elected? If so, then by whom?
Should OS Levels training aim to be: unique and targeted in its format and emphasis; nationally consistent;
internationally standardised.
Material for OS levels courses: ‘the volumes’ and original Orff compositions vs. contextually relevant
sources.
New Zealand was extremely well represented with Christoph Maubach on the panel. ONZA was noted for
our developing apprenticeship model for Levels trainers; for our partnership with Waikato University with
the option for Masters Accreditation and, no doubt; for our enthusiasm.
My sincere thanks go to ONZA for the opportunity to undertake such an incredible adventure as this. The
experience was too inspiring for a single article to elicit; please email me jeremy.hantler@gmail.com if you
would like to discuss more about the Forum or SIMEOS Orff-Schulwerk course in Italy. Kia ora!

The Frohnburg, where many of us were
accommodated for the Forum.

Riveting Discussion with Ernst Wieblitz
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ONZA Marimba Festival 2014
By Philippa Drake
Festival Organiser

The 2014 ONZA Marimba Festival in The Cloud was full of diversity and energy. A carnival
atmosphere prevailed throughout the day. Front of Cloud performances provided atmosphere
and musical fun to keep all visitors and passers-by thoroughly entertained.
It was a marvellous way to mark the 10th anniversary of the ONZA Marimba Festival. We have
been very ably led by our musical director Jeremy throughout the year. Thanks Jeremy. It was
great to see different teachers having a turn at conducting the mass ensemble! Everyone
appreciated the schools who offered solos – always inspiring and gives us ideas for new
repertoire.
Check out the photos to revisit the day and feel the energy 
Thirty-two schools involved and upwards of 500 children. Not everyone got a slice of 10th
Anniversary Cake – but I’m sure it was delicious.
Big thanks to all of the children and their terrific teachers for making this day very exciting.
Also thank you to everybody involved in coming up with such interesting, eye and ear-catching
front of Cloud performances. Wonderful. Thank you ONZA committee and all helpers for all
your work. Team-work – I love it  Thank you to the guest artists who provided fun musical
leadership. And thank you to Cathy and everybody at The Cloud for helping make the day flow
smoothly.

Comments from Teachers . . . .

“I have only attended two and cannot
rate the experience highly enough”. –
Susan Jenkins
Difficulty of Tunes: “Good choices and
variety”. – Chris Moore
Did the Festival promote the OrffSchulwerk Approach: “Yes. Thought the
MC did a great job with this”. – Jan
Aeillos
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ONZA NEWS

- Quick Questionnaire Your input would be most helpful ……!

What is the most effective method ONZA should use to send information to a
wide-spread teaching community? –
 Email?

 Fax broadcast?

How do you like to receive information of ONZA courses, workshops, events?
 Email?
 ONZA website that you check regularly?
 Word-of-mouth?  RSS?  Facebook?  Other preference?
Kindly send your comments to admin@orffnz.org
Thanks in advance for your time and feedback!

Lindo Francis Musical Instrument Grant 2015
In order to acknowledge the contribution of Lindo Francis to music education in NZ, and in particular
Orff Schulwerk, a fund has been established by ONZA (Orff New Zealand Aotearoa) using money
made available from the koha donations from the 2014 Marimba Festival.
In 2015 the fund will be used to purchase equipment to support an Orff Schulwerk programme.
1. $1000 will go to a school/community group in the North Island
2. $1000 will go to a school/community group in the South Island.
Applications are invited from interested ONZA members. Please include information on the following
in your request for consideration.
1. Evidence of ONZA membership
2. Programme outline:
a) In what context, and by whom, the instruments would be used,
b) How many students would be involved
c) Details of your programme and how it would be run
d) Your achievement/performance objectives for 2015 - 2016
3. Endorsement from Principal or Referee.
Please forward your application by Friday 27 March 2015 to:
ONZA
Lindo Francis Musical Instrument Grant 2015
PO Box 100039 North Shore Mail Centre
North Shore, Auckland
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From Wibbleton to Wobbleton:
Adventures with the elements of music and movement
Text: James Harding Illustrations: Eli Noyes
Pentatonic Press 2013
Book Review by Millie Locke
ONZA members will be interested in this book for a number of reasons: Firstly it is very recently
published (2013) and is appealing in its design and layout; secondly, James Harding is visiting New Zealand
in January 2014 to offer both a Level 3 workshop and a Come-all-ye one-day workshop (January 17th);
thirdly a copy has been purchased for the ONZA library so if you are quick you can get your hands on this
book immediately!
Spofia Lopez Ibor’s Foreword provides helpful information to a first time peruser of this book.
Sophia points out that both the title From Wibbleton to Wobbleton and the book itself encapsulate the idea
of ‘journeying’ which, in the Orff Schulwerk approach to educationonal process is full of moments of
shared discovery.
The material in this book is organised into the following sections: Speech pieces, Singing games,
Featuring Props, Featuring Orff insruments and Songs and Canons. Each of these sections begins with an
overview written in a very straight-forward style which summaries a wealth of pedagogical wisdom and I
would rcommend book- marking these pages and rereading as they will also stimulate new ideas using
material you may be currently working with.
The rhyme which gives the book its title, like many of the rhymes
in this collection, is simple and appealing with a touch of humour:
From Wibbleton to Wobbleton is fifteen miles
From Wobbleton to Wibbleton is fifteen miles
From Wibbleton to Wobbleton from Wobbleton to Wibbleton
From Wibbleton to Wobbleton is fifteen miles
James’ treatment of this piece integrates not only movement,
speech, singing and playing but explores spatial relationships and
introduces, in a fun way, the notion of phrasing and melodic contour.
Each piece in this collection is laid out with a pleasing balance of text, notation and appealing
illustrations. I found myself being drawn into each piece as if it was a puzzle of some kind to solve and
before long I was just itching to try out many of these pieces with a group of students.
Although I am not currently in school I have been able to work with a couple of the pieces in my
studio teaching.
The wise old owl is a wonderful little rhyme which invites reflection on the value of listening. James’
treatment of this rhyme will keep me engaged with this for several weeks to come.
Mary Mary quite contrary features lots of oppotunities for playing. The rhythmic work wth the
names of plants could be easily and interestingly adpated to our Antipodean context. The melodic
arrangement in the elemental style is delightful and the ‘B’ section offers a chance for melodic
improvisation.
I thoroughly recommend this book for any teachers who like to work in a holistic creative way with
their students. Not only will it provide you with a wealth of interesting material, it will also provide you
with a flexible model of ways to work with material enabling you to develop your own material in the
future.
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Sounds and Symbols
By Christoph Maubach

Music, speech and dance are essential expressions in the Orff Approach. They come
together in creative ways when teachers and children explore, play and improvise
elemental music. A starting point for the following activities are names and speech
rhymes.
For the younger ones it is the creative play with names, which forms the beginning. This may include name
chants, action songs with names and playful name and body percussion imitations. Names with one syllable
and also those with two short syllables are sounded out. The names, their durations are depicted with various
objects. Here they are displayed with hand drums and claves.
Jess, Hayley, Paul, Jenny

Children can say the names again as they read the hand drum and claves notation. They clap or play on hand
drums what they see. Each child may also stand next to their name sound symbol or hold that object up
(drum is for one syllable name, two claves are for two short syllable names). They may also switch the
name patterns around and play what they see now on the floor.
Name chains are extended to create longer patterns such as the following one.
Children may also reverse the idea and find names for the patterns that they see here:

As children grow older other names and speech patterns can be the beginning of the explorations of short
and long sounds. They may link names of motorcar brands together into a chant. As they chant they clap the
beat. This will assists with an understanding of how the long and short syllables fall for each beat. Repetition
and practice will help with this.
Merc, Holden, Ford, Honda

9

Sayings, chants and rhymes can be included in these games:
Two, four, six, eight, Johnny at the garden gate,
Eating cherries off a plate, two, four, six, eight.

At first the teacher helps to set up the small and large cups to represent the rhyme. Then, after some practice
and recognition of short and long sounds in cup notation children create their own rhythmical patterns. They
change the cups around and perform what they have set up. They also begin to set up cup notation for other
chants that they familiar with.
Choco choco la la choco choco te te
choco la choco te choco la te.

With this rhyme, which has a rest at the end a new symbol is introduced. A cup, put on its side symbolises
the rest. In this final item ‘Johnny caught flea’ the rest come to the foreground in a more pronounced way:
One, two, three, Johnny caught a flea,
Flea died Johnny cried, one, two, three
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Schools Marimba Festival in Hamilton
By Christoph Maubach

Children in Hamilton enjoy the various facets of the Orff approach, especially creating and making
music in ensembles. Marimba instruments, Xylophones, Recorders and Ukuleles feature in these
experiences. On Thursday afternoon 18 September about 45 children played their music at Chartwell
Shopping Centre in Hamilton. They came from three different schools, Knighton Normal School,
Forest Lake Primary School and Hillcrest Normal School and played a wide variety of music to a very
attentive audience of all ages. The children really enjoyed the opportunity to play in front of a crowd.
And the audience loved their performance.
A big Thank You goes to the children who played with such enthusiasm and with big smiles on their
faces. Thanks also to the parents for their support in bringing children and instruments to the venue
and thanks to the teachers Philippa Young, Therese Cargo and Celia Williamson who teach the
children. The local chapter of MENZA, Music Education Waikato also supported the event.
Hamiltonians feel strongly about maintaining and growing the Schools Marimba Festival into 2015.

Library News . . .
Moratorium on outstanding
books & resources !
Please return to The Librarian,
22 Easton Park Parade,
Glenfield, Auckland 0629
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